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Today’s highly mobile knowledge workers–the key to economic growth in a global economy
where the talent and skills of the workforce is a prime difference-maker–choose where to live
more for the qualities communities offer than for specific job-related reasons. As a result,
“quality of place”, defined by Richard Florida, author of “The Rise of The Creative Class” as the
“unique set of characteristics that defines a place and make it attractive”, is not only important to
whether a city or town is a good place to live, but it also is a major factor in building a thriving
economy.
More than one-in-ten Americans move each year and among young highly educated workers this
percentage is far higher. This critical sub-set of the workforce tends to settle in communities
where there is a diversity of ethnic groups and lifestyles, a vibrant street life including a broad
range of music and art options and plentiful outdoor recreational opportunities.
As a general rule, they are more attracted to cities than suburbs. Also, since people are getting
married at later ages and delaying having children, the traditional factors that drove people to the
suburbs such as quality public schools and a house and a yard for ones’ family are less decisive.
Diversity and openness are of particular importance. For example, there is a solid positive
correlation between the percentage of gay people in a community or region and the growth of the
critical high technology sector of the economy, according to Richard Florida: He is not making
the absurd argument, as some critics have caricatured, that gays and lesbians directly generate
high technology growth. Florida’s persuasive case backed up by compelling data is that the
proportion of gays in a community is a strong sign of the openness and tolerance that attracts
knowledge workers and young entrepreneurs. “…We see a strong and vibrant gay community as
a solid leading indicator of a place that is open to many different kinds of people,” said Florida.
Similarly, the concentration of artists, designers and musicians in a particular area—measured by
Florida in his so-called “Bohemian Index” also correlates positively with the growth of new
technology in a particular area. A threshold percentage of these folks contribute as well to the
kind of varied and interesting street life that attracts skilled technology workers and companies.

While “quality of place" is increasingly important to economic growth, it is by no means the only
factor. Other factors such as business-friendliness, tax structure, access to capital, and the cost of
energy still play important roles, along with the over-all quality of the workforce.
Still, it does give Providence and its surrounding towns an important economic asset to
maximize. The high quality and variety of art and music ranging from RISD's Art Museum to
Lupo's, along with plentiful recreation options including beaches that are close-by make the
Providence metro area attractive. And the recent adoption of same sex marriage legislation,
along with the rising and visible Latino population, is another indicator of the area’s openness
and diversity.
As part of any state or municipal economic growth plan, a proactive strategy to capitalize on this
“quality of place" to keep more of our college graduates home and attract talented young people
from around the nation is a must.
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